
UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF

SOME LINEAR GROUPS II

SEIZO ITO

§0. Introudction. In his preceding paper [2j, the author determined the
types of irreducible unitary representations and cyclic unitary representations
of the group of all euclidean motions in 2-sρace E2. The purpose of the pre-
sent paper is to determine the types of irreducible unitary representations and
cyclic ones of the group of all euclidean motions in n-spa.ce En for n^3.1)i2)

In this paper, we shall make use of the results of the preceding paper [2],
but notations are independent of those in [2].

§ 1. Preliminaries and main theorems. Let G be the group of all euclid-
ean motions in w-space En. Then G has a compact subgroup K^SOin) and
a normal subgroup V isomorphic to the vector group Rn, and

. ( G = V K? Vf|K = W (e = the identity of G)
1 G/V^K.

Let X be the character group of V, and Xo be the identity of X; then X^Rn.
Hereafter g, g1, . . . denote elements of G, especially α, b, c, . . . of K? x,
y, . . . of V; and X, X1, . . . elements of X. (X, x) denotes the value
of character X at Λ G V . We denote by Mα the orthogonal matrix which realize
the element αGK and by Mα its conjugate matrix, and define that Mαx means
to operate Mα to x as a vector in Rn while αx and xα mean the multiplica-
tions as elements of the group G. We shall denote briefly 7M instead of M$Z.
Then, if

Xι \ / an . . . am'

Z = (Xi9 . . . , Xn) and Ma = I

Received August 12, 1952.
J> The author wrote in [2] that it seemed to be difficult to solve such problem for w^3,

But he could solve this problem after he finished the proof-reading of the paper [2].
2> Prof. G. W. Mackey kindly informed to the author that the result of [2] was inculuded

in the result of his paper [3] which the author had overlooked. Recently more general
cases have been treated in [4] and [5]. However, the results of the papers [3], [4] and

[5] seem to be not so explicit as the result of our present paper.
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80 SEIZO ITO

we have

(Z, Max) = {'/.a, x) = exp(V -

X-X-{XQ} is the product space of the unit sphere S^S7*'1 in Rn and

T={0<t< 00} as topological spaces; we denote XELX by X = is, £> (5ES,

tE:T). Then '/a = (sa, f > by the above definitions.

S may be considered as the factor space K/K' of right K'-cosets where

K'-zSOin-l). Hereafter a', V, c'9 . . . denote elements of K'. We shall

denote by Sb the image of &EEK under the natural mapping of K onto S. For

every s&S, we fix an inverse image cs of 5 under the natural mapping, where

we do not demand the B-measurability etc. of the mapping s~*cs. Every &eK

is uniquely expressible in the form b = b'cs, &'GK', as far as the system {c$) is

fixed. We shall consider the Haar measures db on K and db' on K' and the

measure ds on S invariant under K such that

(1.2) ds db'^db*

Let {Uλ(af) =11^(0')II (p, q = l, . . . , n(λ))\ λ = 1, 2, . . . } be a system

of irreducible unitary representations of the compact group K' constructed by

selecting a unitary representation from each class of mutually equivalent irre-

ducible representations of K', and {Ua(a) = \\ufj(a)\\ (i, .7 = 1, . . , n(a))

a — 1, 2, . . . } be a system of irreducible unitary representations of the com-

pact group K constructed by the same method as above. Then Ua{af), a'&K\

may be considered as a unitary representation of K' and hence, by the com-

plete reducibility, we may assume that U*(af) is of the form:

( J7λ(β 1)(α') 0

0 ' £/λ

We ήx such systems {Ua(a)} and {Uλ(af)}. We denote the number n(λ(a, 1))

+ . . . +n(λ(a, m-D) by Λτ

m(αr) or simply by Nm (m = 1, . . . , mΛ). Here-

after i, j, k run over {1, . . . , n(a)} while p, q, r {!,..., n(λ(a, m))} for

a and m being considered. Then, if μ=^λ(a9 m), we have

(1.4) UNm+PtJib'a) ^ΣiuUb'Mv^jia) (by (1.3)).

We put for any λ and p

<s:λ _ ίΛ,« ίκ\ / J = h ' - - 9 n(a), and <αr, m> runs over)
C / all couples such that λ(a, m) = λ )

and

For the precise meaning of this equality, see [6], pp. 42-45.
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UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF SOME LINEAR GROUPS II 81

where SIS] denotes the closed linear subspace of L2(K) spanned by ©. Then
<Bp is a complete orthogonal basis in $Qp, and

λ = l ρ = l

Making use of these notions, we state here the main theorems.

THEOREM 1.1. Fix an arbitrary element t&T and natural numbers λ and
p (lgpgn(λ)), and define unitary operators Ut(g), ^GG, in the Hilbert spa:e

®P by

(1.6) Ut(g)Ab) = Ut(xa)Λb) = «sb, t>, x)f(ba) (/G^CL 2 (K))

for g-xaf1 Then {$p, Utig)} is an irreducible unitary representation of G;
and, for any sequence of complex numbers: {ξjm/j = 1, . . . , n{a) \ λ(a, m) = λ)
such that Σ Σ ί ξ)m I2 = h the function

φ(g) = φ(χa)

Σ Σ
) = λ(β, Z) = λ jfc

is a normal elementary^ p. d.° function on G corresponding to the above irre-
ducible unitary representation.

1.2. For any fixed t and λ, the unitary representations {$Qp, Ut(g)} {defined
in 1.1). p = 1, . . . , niλ), are mutually unitary equivalent; while {ξ>p, Utig)}
and (ξ>£, Utig)) are not mutually unitary equivalent for any p and q if

1.3. If tι\t2, then {©£, Uiχ(g)} and {$%, Ut2ig)} are not mutually unitary
equivalent for any λ, μ and p, q.

1.4. Put $l = 2ί{ukjib) / j=l, . . . , nia))l for any fixed a and k il^k^
n(a))τ and define the unitary operator Uig) in %>% by

(1.8) Uig) fib) = UixaVib) = Uia)f{b) =f(ba) ( / £ ^ C L 2 ( K ) )

for g~xa. Then {£>&, U(g)} is an irreducible unitary representation of G; and

(1.9) 2

/s β corresponding normal elementary p. d. function on G.

4> Any element ^ e G is uniquely expressible in this form by virture of (1.1).
5) The function in { } in the right-hand side is a B-measurable function of s independent of

the special choice of the system {cs}; see Lemma 1 (§2).
6 ' See [1], §15.
"•') p. d. = positive definite.
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82 SEIZO ITO

1.5. {£>£, U(g)}, k — 1, . . . , n(<x), are mutually unitary equivalent for any
a; while, if a^β, {ξ>k, U(g)} and {£$, U(g)} are not mutually unitary equiva-
lent for any k and ,/'.

1. 6. Every irreducible unitary representation of G is unitary equivalent to
one of the above stated types. Consequently any normal elementary p. d, func-
tion on G is expressible in the form (1.7) or (1.9).

THEOREM 2. Let a be the Haar measure on the compact group K and p be
a measure on T such that p(T)<co, and define the unitary operator U(g).
^eG, in the Hubert space L2 = L2(KxT, σ®p)8} by

U(g)f(b, t) = U(xa)f(b, t) = «sfc f >, x)f(ba, t) (ftΞL2)

for g-xa.

2.1. Let Δ\, v = 1, . . . , N(λ) ( ̂  oo ) λ = 1, 2, . . . , be subsets of T such
that p(Jl)>0, and 3)ίi be the totality of functions <f(b, t) on Kx ά\ of the form:

<fib, t)= Σ ΈuS^uiftφΓit) (convergence in L2)
λ(«,m) = λ J

where

Then 9Ĵ i f5 a closed linear subspace of U invariant under U(g),

2.2. Let {fΐ}n(t)/j=l, . . . , n(a)\ λ(cc,?n) = λ; v = 1, . . . , N(λ) A = 1,
2, . . .} be a sequence of functions satisfying:

i°) ΣΣ Σ
λ v λ(α, m)

2°) Σ Έ\fΐT(t)\2>0for p — a. a. ί e 4 (α. a.^ almost all),

3°) /or ^ ^ /Λ;^ ,̂ there is no function Φ^vit) for v^v1 as follows:
f%f{t) - ψ^>(t)fΐ?](t) for all j and all <<x, m> (λ(a, m) = λ) for p—a.
a.

and put

fl(b,t)= Σ Σ#.\v,+i,/(&)/vJH*) (convergence in

5?ΐ = ξ>ϊ (defined in Theorem 1.4) for v = 1, . . . , iV(ar) ( ̂  oo)
unitary operators U(g), ̂ e G , ŷ (1.8) and let {ξtj I j = 1, . . . , w(α) p = 1,
N'{a), a ~l, 2, . . .} be a sequence as follows:

4°)

denotes the product measure of σ and p.
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5°) Σ I ξlj ! 2 >0 for any a and v,
3

6°) for any fixed cc, there is no constant JJW for v^v1 such that fΐy

= i?vv'f?'.7 for any j ;

and put

Let {λ)1 and {a)' be subsequences of the sequence {1, 2, . . } and define the uni-

tary representation {£>, U{g)) of G as the direct sum]

L(λ)' v J L(α}'

and put

(1.11) f
u y v c«y v

Then (ξ), £/"(#), /°} /s # cjyc/ίc unitary representation of G; ί/ẑ  corresponding

p. d. function Wig) is expressible as follows:

Ψ(g)=Ψ{xa)

(1.12) λ " V

 {/*'m^
x«5 ? ί>,

Σ

2.3. //* we replace u%m±ij(b) in the definition of $RΪ in 2.1 63? u*m+p,j(b)

and 0? m 2.2 6v §Λ where p may depend O?Ϊ V and λ ~ λ(a, m), and k — on a

and v, then we obtain a cyclic unitary representation of G which is unitary

equivalent to the original one,

2.4. Every cyclic unitary representation of G is unitary equivalent to that

of above stated type, and any p. d. function on G is expressible in the form

(1.12).

THEOREM 3. (Generalization of Bochner's theorem) Any p. d. function

Ψ(g) on G is expressible by means of normal elementary p. d. functions in the

folloiving form:

wig) = ΣΣ?i{ λ λ 0v λ (#; t)dp(t)

where φ\{g, t) and Φl(g) are fiormal elementary p. d. functions (cf. (1.7), (1.9)

and (1.12)), ΛλCT and &, vΐ*0, ΣςJpUJX °°, Σ ^ ? < ^ .
λv otv

We shall prove these theorems in § 4 by making use of results of §§ 2 and 3.
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Remark. The argument in this paper may be applied to any Lie group G

of the following type: G has a closed normal subgroup V isomorphic to a vector

group and the factor group G/V is compact.

§2. Unitary representations of G in L2(K). We fix an element ttZΞT

and denote (<s, toy, x) by (s, x) briefly, and define unitary operators U(g), g

eG, in the Hubert space L2(K) as follows:

U{g)f(b) = U(xa)f(b) = (sb9 x)f(ba) (/Gl 2 (K)) for g=xa.

We shall use notations defined in § 1, but, in this paragraph, (., .) and I! -1!

denote respectively the inner product and the norm in L2{K).

The following lemma may be verified by making use of (1.4) and the

orthogonality-relation of the system {upQ(b')} in Zr(K').

LEMMA 1. For any a^K and any sE:S, it holds that

a, m))

if'λ(cc9m)=λ(β,l) and p = q,

10 if not;

and consequently, for any a, the function of the form in the right-hand side of

above equality is a B-measurable function of s independent of the special choice

of the system {cs) (see §1).

Next, if we put ξ& = 2l{U(g)f / f^ξ>p, ^6G}], then we have

LEMMA 2. If λ^μ or p^q, then ξ>p and £>£ are mutually orthogonal in

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that (U(g)φ, ψ) = 0 for any ψEiξ>p,

and any g& G. φ, ψ and g are expressible in the form:

ψ= Σ Σ£Γ«V*/ Ψ= Σ

Hence we have

(U(g)φ, ψ) = ̂ κ(s6, x)φ(ba)ψ(b)db

= 0

by (1.2) and Lemma 1, q.e.d.

COROLLARY. ξ>p — ξ>pφ, consequently ξ$ is a subspace of L2{K) invariant

under U(g)9
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This fact is proved from (1.5) and Lemma 2.

LEMMA 3. For any given λ and p, ive fix a couple <αr, m> such that λ(a,

m) = λ and put k = Nm(a) + pm If fGftp and if the p. d. function {Uig)ψ, ψ)9)

on G is a minorantLθ] of the p. d. function {U{g)ulk, Ukk)9 then ψ = ξukk, ζ be-

ing a complex number.

Proof, By the assumption and by Corollary- of Lemma 2, there exists an

element ψGΞtQp such that

(2.1) (U(g)ψ, ψ)

especially, putting ^ = α G K , we have

\ <f{ba)φ{b)db+[ ψ(ba)ψib)db = u%k{a)In(cc).
JK JK

Each term of the left-hand side is p. d. function of β ( e K ) , while uikia) is an.

elementary p. d, function on K. Hence we have11'

ί φ(ba)<f(b)db = ηukk(a)ln{a)
K

(2.2)

{ ψ(ba)ψϊb]db = (1 - y)ulk(a)/'n(a)

On tine other hand, <f is expressible in the form:

Hence it follows from the orthogonality-relation of {u)j{b)} that

ψ(ba)~ψ(b)db= Σ Σff5ffΓ»Σ/(β)/Λ(i9).

From this equality and (2.2), we get

Σ ίfj7!2 = 75βpδjb; (5: Kronecker's delta)

where Σ means the summation for all / such that λ(β, I) = λ for fixed β.

Hence <f may be expressible as follows:

12.3) ? ( W = 1 Σ W A A ( ^ , CαΣ I5/Γ = v.

Similarly we get

9) See [1], §7.
1 0 ) See [1], § 11; of coυse, we do not mean the trivial one: the function identically equal

to zero.
J1) See Theorem 7 in [1].
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λ(*, l ) = λ λ ( α . i ) -

(2.3') φ{b)= Σ vιui,+p.k{b). Σ

Consequently

(2.4) λ < Σ ' W + M a > = i.
I

If we put g=x&Y in (2.1)? we have (by (1.2))

(s,

= J (s, Λr)ΛJκ/|«JΛ(y

Since f(&) and ψ(b) are continuous by (2.3) and (2.30, and since #(GV) is

arbitrary in the above equality, we obtain for any

Putting 5 = 5* (whence we may put cs = e) in this equality, we have

(2. 5)

By (1.3) and by the assumption: k = Nm(oc) + p9

u%t+p,k{b')=Q on K' for

Hence, from (2.3), (2,30 and (2.5), we get

From this and (2.4), we obtain ξι = TJ/ = 0 for /=^ w, and hence ^ = ξ?nUym+p,k by

(2.3), q.e.d.

LEMMA 4. L̂ f or, m and k be as in Lemma 3 for any given λ and p> Then

{$>)>, Uig), utk) is a cyclic unitary representation of G.

Proof For any & / and any i, j {l ύi, j^n(β)) it holds that

u%ι+P,i^Zί{U(a)usι+Pj I βGK(CG)}]

by the irreducibility of U?(a) as a representation of K. By virtue of this fact

and Corollary of Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that λ(β, I) = λ implies

(2.6) u^+Pfl^2ί{U(g)ukj / j^h . . . , n(a);

Now, if A(/9, l) = λ~λ(a, tή), then, by Lemma 1, the functions f;(s) (. ^ Ί ,

. . . , w(α:)) defined by
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φj(s) ΞΞ

are bounded B-measurable functions on S and it holds for any r
and any sEiS that

Hence, by means of the relation: u%ι+P>Nι+Q(bf) = i^(£') = »ίm+A *«+*(*'), we get
(for b^b'cs)

= Σ wSm+i..vm+r(
ri

On the other hand, there exist complex numbers fyv and elements Λ> V of V
= 1, . . . , Mi)) for any e>0 and every j such that

since ^(5), y = 1, . . . , n(a), are bounded and B-measurable on S. Therefore,
by simple calculation, we get

This result shows (2.6), q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 1. {$p, U(g)} is an irreducible unitary representation of G

for any λ and p {l^p^

This proposition is clear by Corollary of Lemma 2, Lemmas 3 and 4, and
Theorem 7 in OJ.

COROLLARY, i) If a unitary operator U in $p is permutable with any U(g),
# e C , fΛίrw i7= ξl, \ς\ = 1 consequently ii) If <p9 <!>&.§}, and (U{g)φ, ψ) = (U(g)ψ9

ψ) for any g&G, then ψ = ς^, |?| = 1.

These are immediate results of Proposition 1.

PROPOSITION 2. For any fixed λ, the unitary representations {£$, U(g)}, p
~ 1, . . , , ι̂(/ί), <2r̂  mutually unitary equivalent.

Proof. We fix a couple <αr, wz> such that Λ(#, w) = λ. Then (ξ)^, ί/(^),
wjm^i}? ί = 1, . . . , «(-ί), are cyclic unitary representations of G (by Lemma
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4). Hence it is sufficient to prove that p. d. functions (U(g)uym+p,i, uym+p,i)9 p
= 1, . . . , n(λ), are mutually identical. For any ̂  = ̂ G G , we have by (L2)
and Lemma 1

p,ι) = [ (s, x)ds{ ,utm^ptl('bfCsa)ufnι7Aϊ(

= J (5, x){Ίlu%m+Q.i(cs)utι(a)ulym+Q{c;1)/n(X))ds;

this is independent of p, q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 3. If λ^μ, then the unitary representations {φp, U{g)} and
{©!}, U(g)} are not mutually unitary equivalent for any p and q.

Proof. By Proposition 2, it suffices to prove this for p = q = 1. We denote
the operator Uig) considered in §i and <ξ>ί by UΛg) and Ihig) respectively.
If {©ϊ, Uι(g)} is unitary equivalent to {©f, U2(g)}, then there exists a unitary
transformation U of €>ί onto €>ί such that U2(g) = U*UAg)*U~\ We fix a
couple <αr, w> such that χ(α, m) = /, and put ̂  = Nmice) 4-1. Then wSUe©}" and
/ = U Ukk&ΦΪ. The element/ is expressible in the form : / = Σ Σ j VΣ Σ

λ ( p , / ) = μ J
and hence for any

(U2(a')f,f)τ= Σ Έξf

= Σ»&(α/) Σ ξ$ι+MΓp/n(β) (by (1.3)).
l/tf λ ( p , i j = μ

On the other hand

(Ut(af)f9 f) = (U Uι{<*) ZΓιf, f)

This is a contradiction, because Λ^μ implies that UpQ(a') and wίi(α') are mutu-
ally orthogonal in L2(E!) for any p and <?, q.e.d.

§3. Unitary representations of G in Z2(KxT, <7®ρ)β Let J be a subset
of Γand Wip(J) be the totality of functions φ(b, i)ElL2 = L2(KxA, σg>p) of the
form

p?(t), Σ Σ { \ψlf{t)?dβ{t) < oo.
J Δ

— s I ^ ^ U\τ

m±f.

We may prove easily the following

LEMMA 5. Any function <f(b, t)ξΞL2(KxT, <?®p) is uniquely expressible in
the form:

(3.1) f ( ί , r t = Σ Σ Σ Έuim,Pj(b)ψiT(t) (convergence in L2)
μ p λ(α, in) =μ j
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ivhere

(3.2) flT(t) = Jκy(ί, t)uim7pjb)db

and consequently

(3.3) Σ Σ Σ Σ ( \ψp?(t)\2dp(t) = \ \φ(b, t)\2dbdp(t).

PROPOSITION 4. 9J$(J) is a closed linear snbspace of Z,2(Kx T, <?g>p) invari-

ant under U(g), ^GG, defined in Theorem 2.L

It is clear from the definition of UXg) and by Lemma 2 that 2J$(J) is a
linear subspace of L2(KxT, σ&p) invariant under U(g), ^GG. The closedness
of Wlp(J) may be proved by virtue of Lemma 4.

Thus {2)?i( J), 6"ί^)}? ί = 1, . . . , ^(/) Λ = 1, 2, . . . , may be considered
as unitary representations of G.

LEMMA 6. If fiE:3Jlp(A), /2e3J$(4i) and if p. d. functions (U(g)fu f)
and (U(g)fo, fz) have a common minorant,12' then there exist a Borel set JoCJi
C\Δ z such that p(A)>0 and a B-measurable function ω(t) defined on Jo such
that 0<\ω(t)\<<* and fχ{by t) ^ ω(t)fiib, t) for a —a. a. δGK for p—a. a. t
G Jo consequently λ = μ.

Proof. Let Ψig) be a common minorant of (U(g)fi, /i) and (U(g)f2, f%^
Then3 by Theorem δ in [1], ψig) is expressible as follows:

( 3 . 4 )

furthermore there exist ψ^WpiA) and ?2e2R£(A) such that

\ «sb, t\ y)«Sb* t>, xVΛba, t)fΛb, t)dbdp{t)
JKxT

(3.5) = f «569 ί>, ̂ ){«s^ ί>, x)ψΛba, t)ψv(b, f) +
J KxΓ

f>, x)ψΛba, t)<fJbVt))dbdp{t)9 v = l9 2,

for any v, ΛreV and «GK (we put/(Z>, /) = 0 on K x ( T - J v) for any function
es33φ4v)). For any Borel set JCT, the characteristic function of the set Kx J
may be approximated in L2(KxT, σ&p) by means of linear combinations of
"characters" (<S6? ί λ y). Hence (3.5) implies that

$ κ t\ x)fλba, t)fJbΓt)db

(3,6) __
- \ «S6? O, x)ψΛba, t)ψΛb, t)db

12) See the foot-note 10).
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ί>, x)ψΛba, t)<f.Ab, t)db, * = 1, 2,
K

for any Λ GVO and #GKo for p—a. a. i£ΞT where Vo and Ko are dense subsets
of V and K respectively such that Vo = Ko = $o \ and hence, by Lebesgue's con-
vergence theorem, (3.6) is true for any xE:\ and αGK for p —a. a. ίGΓ.
Similar argument shows that (3.4) implies

«sb, t\ x)φι(ba, t)φJb,Ί)db
K

(3.7)
f 6, t\ x)ψ2(ba, t)~φt(b~t)dbK

for p —a. a. ίGΓ. Each term in (3.6) and (3.7) expresses a p. d. function of
g=xa\ especially the left-hand side of (3.6) expresses an elementary p. d.
function corresponding to the irreducible unitary representation {£>£, Ut(g)} or
{%>ρ, Ut(g)} stated in §2 if v = 1 or v = 2 respectively, Hence, by Theorem 7 in
[1]? there exists a function ω0U)^0 such that

β, t)Mb, t)db

, t)MbΓt)db

for any ΛΓG F and a&K tor a. a. ίGΓ, and hence, by Proposition 3 and Corol-
lary of Proposition 1, we obtain that λ = μ and that

fi(b9 t) = ω(t)Mb9 t) for <?—a. a. £

for p—a. a. £ for a certain ω(t) (|ω(ί)|2 = ωo(t)), which is B-measurable in t by
Fubini's theorem. If we put

J } (see (3.7)),

then we may easily show that the set Λ and the function ω(t), considered on
Jo, have the properties stated in Lemma 6, q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 5. The unitary representations {Wp{Δ)9 U(g)} and {9Jt£(J),
U{g)} are mutually unitary equivalent for any p and q (l*=p, q^niλ)).

This fact is easily verified from the definition of Wlp(J) and by Propo-
sition 2.

PROPOSITION 6. If λ±?μ, then, for any p, q, any Δu Δ2, and any /ieΉί£(4)
and f2<ΞWq(Δ2)9 the p. d. functions (U(g)fu A) and (U(g)f2, f2) are mutually
disjoint}®

1S> See [1], §12.
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This proposition is evident by Lemma β7 Proposition 5 and the definition

of #

PROPOSITION 7. Assume that/Ίeaj#(Jι) andft&WpiΔt). In order that the

p. d. functions {U(g)fl9 /i) and (U(g)/29 fz) are not mutually disjoint, it is

necessary and sufficient that there exist a Borel set JCJ1ΓU2 such that p(A)

>0 and a B-measurable function ω(t) defined on Δ such that 0< |ω(ί)| < oo and

that Mb, t) =ω(t)f2(b, ί) for σ — a. a. b&K for p — a. a.

Proof. The necessity is clear by Lemma 6.

To prove the sufficiency, we put ωi(t) = m i n { l , \ω(t)\} on Δ and define

iωAt)fι(b, t) on KxJ,

ίO on K x ( Γ - J ) .

Then we may prove that /e3n£(J)C2R£(Ji)n9W£(J2) and that p. d. function

(U(g)f, f) is a common minorant of (U(g)fufi) and (U(g)f2, / 2 ) , q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 8. In order for {ΊίlpiΔ), U(g), f) (f=f(b, *)e2J#(J)) to be

a cyclic unitary representation of G, it is necessary and sufficient that fib. t)

-=£0 as an element of ξ$(CZ,2(K)) for p — a. a.

Proof. The necessity is clear by the definition of U{g).

We shall prove the sufficiency. Put

and let <f be any element of 3J#(J)Θ2K'. Then

, t>, χ)f(ba, t)φ(b,J)dbdp(t) = 0 for any x and a.

By the similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 6, it follows from the above

equality that

f «st>, ί>, x)f{ba, t)φ(b, ϊ)db = Q for any x and a
JK

for (0 -a. a. £GJ. Since the unitary representation {©$, Ut(g)} is irreducible

for any ί (Proposition 1) and since / > 0 in $p for p — a. a. ί e J by the as-

sumption, we get <f(b, t) =0 in C>£ for p~a, a, ί e J , and hence ^(ft, f) =0 in

^ ) . Thus we obtain 3Jl' = 2J#(J), q.e.d.

§4. Proof of Theorems. Throughout this paragraph, we notice that the

spaec 3Ji£ defined in Theorem 2 is identical with the space 2RΪ(4i) in the no-

tation stated in § 3 for any λ and v.

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 have been proved in §2 the formula (1.7) may
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be shown by calculating Φ(g) = (U(g)f, f), f~ Σ Σ ί m^w/>,./> Theorems

1.4 and 1.5 are evident from the fact G/V^K and by Peter-WeyΓs theory.

(Theorem 1.3 shall be proved after the proof of Theorems 2.1 2.3.)

Next, let 9Jl£ anά f\ iv = 1, . . . , N(λ)l λ = 1, 2? . . . ) be as stated in Theo-

rem 2. Theorem 2.1 have been proved in §3 (Proposition 4), By the con-

ditions 1°) and 2°), we have /£e3Jtf and flib, ί ) * 0 in ξ>ί(CL2(K)) for p—a.

a. t&Δl* Hence the unitary representation {*ΰl$, U(g), ft) is cyclic by Propo-

sition 8 for every λ and p. The p. d, functions (U(g)fl, /£), v = 1, 2, . . . , are

mutually disjoint from the condition 3°) and by Proposition 7. Hence, by Theo-

rem 8 in [1], the direct sum {φ2Ri, U(g), fλ}, / λ = Σ / ί , is a cyclic unitary

representation of G. We may further show by Proposition β that the p. d. func-

tions (U(g)fλ,fλ) and (U(g)fμ,fμ) are mutually disjoint for λ*μ. Similar ar-

gument is possible for {%, U{g)}, v = 1, . . , N'(a) a = 1, 2, . . . . There-

fore,, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [23, we may

prove that the unitary representation {£>? U(g), /°} stated in Theorem 2.2 is

cyclic. The formula (1,12) may be verified by calculating Ψ(g) = (U(g)f°9f°).

Theorem 2.2 is thus proved. Theorem 2.3 may be seen by Proposition 5.

We now prove Theorem 1.3. If {£>£, Uti<g)} and {£#, Ui2(g)} (ti*t2) are

mutually unitary equivalent, there exist fi£=&p and _/•>£:-Pί such that (UΊι{g)/ι9

yi) = (Ut2(g)f2, f2) for any ^ ε G , and hence the direct sum {QP®$Q, lAg), /i

+/2} (U(g) = Utx(g)®Utt(g)) is not cyclic by Theorem 8 in [1]. But we may

prove by means of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 verified above that {ξ>j&®€>ϊ, U\g), /i

-f/2} is a cyclic unitary representation of G, That is a contradiction,

In order to prove Theorems 1. 6 and 2. 4, we first modify Lemma 2 in [23

to the following form:

LEMMA 7. Let X, S9 T and K be as stated in §1 and F(Λ) ( J C I Ξ S X T)

be a measure on X such that F(X)< 00 9 and assume that there exists a non-

negative function u{a\ X) on KxX, measurable in (a, 7,} and summable on X

with respect to F for every «£K, such that

(4.1) F{Λά) = \ u(a; X)dF(Z) {Aa = {la / Z e A})

for any ACX and any a&Ka Then there exist α ncn-negαtive B measurable

function ω(s, i) on XΞΞSXT and a measure p(Δ) on T, p{T) < 00, such that

(4.2) FiΛ) = f ω(s, t)dsdp(t) for any ACX,
JΛ

ds being the invariant measure on S defined in § 1.

Proof We put B* = {<b,J>/<sb, ί>E/ί}CKxΓ (εee §1) for any ΛCX

~SxT, and define a measure F*(B) on KxT by the formula:
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<4.3) [ <f(b, t)dF*(b, f ) = r f dF(s, t)[ ,φ(b'cs,t)dbf ( see § 1 )
J K X T J Λ X ϊ J K

for any continuous function <f(b, t) on K x T with compact carrier. Then we

have

(4.4) F*(BA)=FU) for any ΛC.X,

and (4.1) implies

*(ft, ί) (Ba^{<ba, O Kb,

where u*{a) ft, ί) = &(# ί <SO, O) is non-negative, B-measurable in <a? ft, O and
summable (in <ft, O) on K x T with respect to F* for any β£K. Therefore,
by the same argument as the proof of Lemma 2 in [2], we may show that
there exist a non-negative B-measurable function ω*{s, t) on K x T and a meas-
ure p on T, p(T)< oo. such that

F*(B) = f oΓ(ft, t)dbdpit) for any £ C K x T .

Hence we obtain from (4.4), (1.2) and by simple calculation that

FXΛ) = ( dsdβ(t)\ ,ωHbfCs, t)dbf for any ΛCX,

and hence we get (4,2) by putting ω(s, t) = \ ̂ ω*{b'c5, t)dbf, q.e.d.

Hereafter the indices y and ̂  may run over all natural numbers, not fol-
lowing after the rule denned in § 1.

Now let {ξ>, U(g), /°} be a cyclic unitary representation of G. Then, mak-
ing use of Lemma 7, we can achieve the same argument as in [22 from the

beginning of §3 (p. 6) to L. 14 in p. 10 , and obtain the following result:
{$, U(g)} = {% U(g)}@{m, U(g)}; {9f? U(g)} is equivalent to a cyclic uni-

tary representation of the group K(^~G/V), and {5)?, Uig)} is given as follows:
there exists a unitary space Oo of all sequences of complex numbers: {ςi, . . . ,

ςn}9 n^ oo, such that i!ςΐ!2 = Σlf ; ί 2 < °° W n- oo ), and exists a matrix of func-

tions Mia) s, t) — "ujk(al s, ί)ί! whose elements Ujkia; s, t) ij, k = I, . . . , n)
are B-measurable in <#, s? O; and every / e 5)1 is realized as a ©0-valued func-
tion f(s, f) Ξ { / J ( 5 , t), . . . ,/»(5, f)} defined on - Y Ξ S X Γ , and f~~fis, t)U) im-
plies that

i!2= f !ίf(5, t)\2dsdp(t) (ϋf(s, ί)!i2 = Σ ! Λ ( 5 ? ί)Γ),
JΛ9XΓ J

U(x)f~»«s, t>, x)fis, t) for any

Uiά)f~*Mia\ s, t)fisa, t) for any

J4) f~ί{s, t) means that/ is realized as f(s,
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p being a measure on T such that p(T) < oo (obtaind from Lemma 7).
Next, for any B-measurable function/(s, t) on SxT, we define a function

f*(b, t) on K x Γ by

f*(b, t)=f(sb, t)

and put M*{a', b, t) =\\ufk(a\ b, t)\\. Then, as is easily seen, the above result
concerning {TO, U{g)) is translated into the following form: every/eTO is real-
ized as a ξ)o-valued function ί(b, t) defined on K x T and/~f(£, t) implies that

Vi ! 2 =ί llf(ft, tψdbdp(t),
JKXT

U(x)f~«sb, O, x)i{b, t) for any #GV,

. U(a)f*M*(a -b, t)f(ba, t) for any αGK

moreover, if Mi*(«; b, t) =M2*(α; b, t) as operators in TO, then M*(al be, t)
-M2*(α; be, t) in the same sense for any cGK see p. 10 in [2],

Starting from this result, we can achieve the similar argument to that in
[2] from p. 10, L. 15 to p. 11, L. 15.15) Thus TO may be realized as a sub-
space of the direct sum of at most countable number of L2(KxT, σ&p), and
f^iψΛb, t)} == {ψAb, t), ψo(b, t), . . β} implies

f ίl/l!2 = Σ j κ χ JψΛb, t)\2dbdp{t)9 n^oo,

U(x)f~{{<sb, t\ x)ψv(b, t)} for any # e V ,

^U(cι)f^{φ^{ba, t)} for any α £ E .

Since L2(Kx T, σ®p) = φ φTO^(T) by Lemma 5 and Proposition 4 (§3), it fol-
λ = l p = l

lows that TO may be expressible in the form:

α, n(λ) w(λ, p)

1 = 0 0 0 TOi/, (n(λ,p) goo), TO^CTO^(T) for any v,

and every Wlp is a closed linear subspace of TO invariant under U(g),
Put

/ and

and

Then {TO, ί/(^)? /} is and consequently every {Ίίllp, U(g), ftp) is a cyclic
unitary representation of G. We put

r>) Such argument is impossible without extending functions on SxT to those on K x T as
stated above. The author owes to Mr. S. Murakami's suggestion for this improvement.
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(CT).

Then {Tllp9 U(g), fϊp) is cyclic if and only if Ώftp = WpUϊp) by Proposition 8.
We may consider by Proposition 5 that 9tt^ = ίJtfQ^) and fG?ΰlϊ(4lp). Ex-
changing indices, we denote for any A

and ft, v = l, . . . , N(λ) (goo)

instead of

and />,/>,

v = 1, . . . , n(λ, p) ( ^ <χ>) i> = 1, . . . , n(λ)

and put 3Ri = 5Kί(JΪ). Then we may consider that

(4.5) {TO,
λ V

and

/ieSKί(Ji), /£(*, ί )*0 in ξ)ϊ for p—a. a.

Hence

Λ Σ Σ (convergence in Z,2(KxT, tf®

{Λ /'-
I ' i* = 1, . . . ,

λ(«, m) = λ J

for any A and v where the series of functions

n(λ) λ(a, m) =A |

i ) ; A = I , 2 , . . . J

satisfies the conditions 1°) and 2°) in Theorem 2.2. Since {3tt, U(g),f) is cy-
clic, it follows from (4.5) and by Theorem 8 in [1] that p. d. functions (U(g)fl,
/I), z/ = l, . . . , MA), A = l, 2, . . . , are mutually disjoint. Hence the series
{f IT) satisfies the condition 3°) by Propositions 6 and 7. Therefore {Wl, U(g),
f) must be of form stated in Theorem 2.2. Similar argument may be achieved
for {% U(g), h). Consequently we obtain (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12) by simple
calculations. Theorem 2.4 is thus proved.

Next, assume that the cyclic unitary representation {ξ>, U(g), /°} is irre-
ducible. (Notice that any irreducible representation is cj'clic.) Then only one
couple <A, z>> or <cr, p> may be appear in (1.10). In the case {ξ>, U(g)} = {ϊίl£?

Uig)}, by the irreducibiϋty, there exists a point UE:T such that p(T— {to}) =0.
Hence {|)? U(g)} must be of the form stated in Theorem 1.1 or 1.4. Thus we
obtain Theorem 1,6.

Finally, Theorem 3 is easily seen from Theorems 1 and 2.
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